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By Paul Irwin and Alex Gallinari
Music for MusiciansThe LIsTenInG LIsT is a collection of new 

and noteworthy songs we think musicians 

should check out. Each song can be streamed 

in its entirety at InTuneMonthly.com.1 Back in the mid-2000s, OneRepublic rose to 

prominence as one of the first major-label 

acts to generate significant digital downloads on 

the then-dominant MySpace site. The song 

“Apologize” put them on the map, and signaled 

legitimacy for the Internet as a distribution 

platform. Ever since, the group’s hymnal pop, led 

by the songwriting and powerful pipes of Ryan 

Tedder, has frequented the charts, and their new 

single Kids is now soaring… 
2 Safari, a new single from Columbia’s J 

Balvin, features the talents of Pharrell 

Williams, Sky, and rapper Bia, as well as a piano 

sample you might hear in traditional salsa music. 

A hip-twisting urban track en español, it opens 

the door to Balvin’s newest record, Energía…3 Caveman is a Brooklyn-based quintet that 

arrived in 2011 with a sound that was 

anything but prehistoric. The indie pop-rockers 

have been working the rough-and-tumble festival 

circuit, but their latest album, Otero War, shows 
Otero War, shows 
Otero War

that they’ve stretched in the studio, and its 

airtight vocals, guitar licks, and synths are now 

finding the mainstream. Try Life or Just Living 

for starters…

4 Gaga’s GRAMMY-nominated producer and 

French disc jockey DJ Snake moved into the 

spotlight with 2013’s single “Turn Down for What,” 

but now headlines with a debut LP, Encore, that 

has us bumpin’ to the beat. Listen for the Biebs’ 

falsettos on 

5

Quiet when he speaks, but loud when he sings

A small town kid makes it to the big-time stage

LåpsleyAn accidental beginning gives a songwriter a natural start

Låpsley’s entry into the music business wasn’t deliberate. Born Holly Lapsley 

Fletcher, the Yorkshire, England native was trained on piano, oboe, guitar, and 

drums, but never mastered any of them. As a teen, she began writing songs, posting 

them on Soundcloud primarily to share with her family. One day she 

From ball player to guitar player, some things are just meant to be

Lukas GrahamA rags-to-riches story  
straight out of Denmark

It’s been a while since an act has skyrocketed to global success the way the band led by Lukas Graham Forchhammer (third from left) has. The quartet formed in 2011 in Copenhagen, Denmark, and began selling out shows 
before they released any records. Lukas’ performance 

style, a meeting of pop and R&B, was so immediately popular that a European record 
deal was quickly struck. A self-titled debut album appeared 

in 2012, and over the next year, Lukas Graham sold 80,000 albums and 150,000 

singles while garnering five million YouTube views and 27 million streams. Signing 

to Warner Bros. in America, they put out a sophomore album that catapulted them 

into the stratosphere. The reason for such success? Ingenious compositions like “7 

Years” and “Mama Said” (which taps into Jay-Z’s “Hard Knock Life,” which in turn 

connects to “It’s A Hard Knock Life” from Broadway’s Annie). It’s a fresh new sound 

 Annie). It’s a fresh new sound 

 Annie

from an ensemble whose best days could easily be ahead of them.
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but now headlines with a debut LP, Encore, that 

has us bumpin’ to the beat. Listen for the Biebs’ 

falsettos on Let Me Love You, a made-for-radio 

hit meant to usher in the year of the Snake… 5 In season five of America’s Got Talent, 

America’s Got Talent, 

America’s Got Talent
Lindsey Stirling created a new identity by 

bridging classical, pop, hip-hop, and electronic 

Låpsley’s entry into the music business wasn’t deliberate. Born Holly Lapsley 

Fletcher, the Yorkshire, England native was trained on piano, oboe, guitar, and 

drums, but never mastered any of them. As a teen, she began writing songs, posting 

them on Soundcloud primarily to share with her family. One day she 

returned to her profile page and was amazed to find millions of listens. 

Understanding the opportunity, she began calling herself by her middle 

name and, based on the popularity of those listens, signed with XL 

Recordings, who released her debut LP, Long Way Home, last 

spring. Her soft melancholy set against uplifting electronic 

backdrops creates an intriguing duality that powers tracks like 

“Hurt Me” and “Love Is Blind.” Regardless of how she got 

started, it looks like Låpsley may be with us for a while.
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THE LISTENING LIST is a collection of new 

and noteworthy songs we think musicians 

should check out. Each song can be streamed 

in its entirety at InTuneMonthly.com.

1
Known best for dominating the popular rock 

scene of the 2000s, Yellowcard is calling it 

quits by releasing its tenth album. With signature 

violin a-wailing, the Florida boys’ fi nale is the 

seven-minute Fields & Fences. It starts out 

sounding somber, but fi nishes with a furious and 

fi tting fl ourish…

2
 Lloyd (born Lloyd Polite Jr.) got his fi rst spins 

on Radio Disney with the pre-teen pop 

group T-Noon before hits like “Get It Shawty” 

helped him transition to a steamy R&B persona. 

It’s been over fi ve years since the Atlanta native 

released anything more than a failed attempt at 

reggae, but he’s now showing signs of another 

metamorphosis with the single Tru, which layers 

his featherweight voice over silky guitar… 

3
The classy and classic Michael Bublé stays 

true to form with his self-produced seventh 

album, Nobody but Me. The GRAMMY-winning 

Canadian’s standard fare is the jazz-pop cover, 

but midway through this record he includes 

Someday, a happy-go-lucky ballad written by 

Meghan Trainor and featuring her impressive 

vocal... 

4
Jimmy Eat World was among the groups 

that pioneered the emo genre of the late 

‘90s, few of whom are kicking today. However, the 

quartet from Mesa, Ariz., is back with an 

empowering turn on Integrity Blues. While much 

of the record experiments with electro-rock and 

falsetto choruses, it’s the classic-sounding Sure 

and Certain that makes this list…

5
These days, if you hear a dance hit on 

the radio, chances are that Adam 

Richard Wiles, a.k.a. Calvin Harris, is 

involved. Since his 2007 debut, it seems that 

everything the 32-year-old Scottish DJ touches 

turns to platinum. His latest single, My Way, 

features Harris’ own vocal arrangement fi t with a 

peppy beat, stormy strings, and tropical synths… 

6
 Idina Menzel has conquered stage, screen, 

and now the studio with idina. It’s actually 

her sixth LP, but the fi rst with a standout like 

Small World that so beautifully showcases the 

New Yorker’s amazing voice. It may be near 

impossible to top the music from the global 

phenomena that are Rent, Wicked, Glee, and 

Frozen, but this powerful track compares…

7
One Direction has gone in many directions, 

but Ireland’s Niall Horan begins the solo life 

using a familiar tone. This Town is the 23-year-

old’s fi rst and well-sung single, but it’s his 

heartfelt, mature songwriting that shows Horan 

can hang without his mates, perhaps as 1D’s 

placeholder in the pop category… 

8
Little Big Town has managed to keep one 

foot in country and the other in less 

traditional sounds, but after a recent electro-pop 

collaboration with Pharrell Williams, the quartet 

gets back to basics on Better Man. Karen 

Fairchild takes the lead and offers a wishful 

glimpse into a toxic relationship while a mix of 

mandolin and studio craft sway in the back-

ground…

9
 Gerald Albright rose to the heights as a 

touring and session saxophonist before 

becoming a headliner in the ‘80s. Originally 

inspired by James Brown and Maceo Parker, the 

L.A. native mastered the ability to groove in both 

the jazz and R&B forms, and fuses them together 

on Taking Control, the lead single from his 

recent release G…

10
American conductor Kent Nagano leads the 

Montreal Symphony Orchestra in its version 

of Danse macabre, Op. 40, R.171, composed 

by French Romanticist Camille Saint-Saëns. First 

played in 1874, the piece features a suspenseful 

surge of strings calmed by a wave of sweet fl utes. 

(For more on the primordial edge-blown 

aerophone, check out our “Savvy Flutist” story!)

Izzy Bizu
A BBC Critic’s Choice releases her debut disc 

Born Isobel Beardshaw in London, Izzy Bizu started out as 

a member of SoundGirl, a trio of singers formed in 2010. 

One of their singles charted, they went on tour as an 

opening act for Justin Bieber, and that’s about as far as they 

got before the project broke up in 2012. All three singers 

continued as soloists, but it’s been Izzy who seems to have 

had the most impact so far. She made herself visible on 

London’s open-mic circuit, honing her jazz-oriented pop 

before self-releasing the EP Coolbeanz, which quickly sold 

50,000 copies. The following year, she opened for Sam Smith 

and Jamie Cullum and could be heard regularly on Britain’s 

radio waves. In� uenced as much by Ella Fitzgerald and James 

Brown as by Amy Winehouse and Adele, Bizu switches between 

jazz, R&B, and pop on her debut LP for Epic Records, A Moment 

of Madness. Cuts like “White Tiger” � t right in with today’s retro 

pop sound, while the record’s huskier jazz tracks should satisfy 

any traditionalist critics. The wind’s now at her back, 

and as she raises her canvas, this 22-year-old should sail quickly 

into the spotlight.

Johnnyswim
Two lovebirds, one voice 

Amanda Sudano and Abner Ramirez met in Nashville, Tennessee, began writing 

songs together, and fell in love. After several singles and EPs, a marriage, and a 

move to Los Angeles, the duo has continued its musical journey with a soulful 

blend of pop, blues, and folk. Dubbing themselves Johnnyswim, they debuted with 

the LP Diamonds, which gained early recognition. Their sophomore e� ort, Georgica 

Pond, is now turning heads as well. The combination of Amanda’s mighty voice 

(inherited from her mom, R&B legend Donna Summer) and Abner’s gentle tone 

feel like they were meant to be, creating magical harmonies on unique and 

compelling songs. 

William 
Michael Morgan

Welcome to a country boy’s country

William Michael Morgan grew up listening to and singing Marty 

Robbins, Waylon Jennings, and George Jones in his hometown of 

Vicksburg, Miss. At just 13, Morgan formed a band. Although his 

compatriots were triple his age, the youngster shone on their 

self-released album. Morgan next made the inevitable move to 

Nashville,  where he signed with Warner Music and released a debut 

single, “I Met a Girl.” Less inevitably, the music blogosphere freaked 

out. The 23-year-old’s buttery vocals have resonated with new and 

old country fans alike, and his debut album, Vinyl, has hung its cowboy 

hat at No. 5 on Billboard’s Country Albums chart. Yee-ha, indeed.

Jacob Whitesides

A singer-songwriter grows up … kinda

At age 11, after attending a bluegrass festival, Knoxville native Jacob Whitesides 

knew that he wanted to be a musician. So, doing what most 11-year-old aspiring 

artists would do, he created a YouTube account and started posting acoustic covers 

of the day’s biggest hits. Three years later, he auditioned for The X Factor and, with a 

little luck, landed a short stint on the show, after which he became the Internet’s 

newest teen sensation. At 16, he debuted with two EPs, 3 AM and A 

Piece of Me, the former topping out at No. 26 on the Billboard 200. 

Innocent love ballads in the classic singer/songwriter vein turned 

into cultured cuts on his third EP, Faces on Film, followed by 

seasoned pop hits like “Lovesick” on his � rst LP, Why? (All four 

of these releases were recorded for Jacob’s own label, Double 

U Records.) Unlike other rising stars, Whitesides is quick to 

embrace his online roots by continuing to post cover videos for 

his 400,000 YouTube subscribers. He hasn’t quite made 

it yet, but at just 18, this indie artist has put all the right 

pieces in place. All in all, a Frontrunner to watch.

Grace
An Aussie with serious attitude

In the wake of her chart-topping ode to the late, great 

Lesley Gore, “You Don’t Own Me,” Grace Sewell is the 

latest star to emerge from Australia’s currently robust pop 

scene. The 19-year-old signed to RCA Records and began 

working with legendary producers Sean Combs and Quincy 

Jones on her debut record FMA, a bold declaration of power, 

strut, and skill. Grace is the second singer from the Sewell 

family to achieve Frontrunner status, as she and her brother 

Conrad have become the � rst soloist siblings in history to have 

No. 1 singles on the Australian chart. 

HOW TO USE THE 

LISTENING LIST 
IN YOUR 
CLASSROOM

I
T’S A COMMON SAYING AMONG FAMOUS AUTHORS
that in order to write, you must read. Aspiring writers likely come across 
this message and are quick to dismiss it, perceiving the bene� ts of reading 
the work of other writers—by the time you’ve reached adulthood—to 
mostly add up to sharpening your tastes, and in doing so, your own 
voice. Of course, that is a key and repeated bene� t of experiencing 
the work of others. But long before you’ve reached the point of � ne-
tuning your voice—for example, when you’re in grade school or 
high school, and just discovering your passion—you read the work 
of others to just � nd a basic vocabulary for it.

These are some of the reasons why we include the Listening 
List in In Tune every month—except in this case, those lessons 

are applied to music. Just like aspiring writers (or young artists working with 
any medium), music students have to listen to music in order to gain a sonic 
vocabulary, to develop ideas of the kind of music they might want to recreate, 
and to learn the names of their favorite songs, bands, and genres to better � nd 
a group and sound they identify with. To a music lover, the act of listening might 
seem obvious and even habitual, but it’s also crucial to a young musician’s develop-
ment. Even if they don’t plan on creating their own music, they still need that 
exposure to develop musical insights, whether they become a critic, educator, 
therapist, or A&R person.

On top of that, listening does little without a sense of exploration. Especially 
when you’re young and � guring out your identity, what you like is so important and 
inseparable from who you are. But it’s also when you’re the most impressionable, and 
have less preconceived associations with new and di� erent things. To that point, the 
Listening List has always been designed to include selections from genres across the 
board—songs that, if they weren’t prescribed, most listeners would probably not assemble 
for themselves on the same playlist. Even excited, curious students aren’t necessarily so 
open and creative with listening choices without the right guidance and 
encouragement.

This is why we think something as simple as the Listening List is important. With that 
in mind, below are a few ways that you can make practical uses of it in your classroom.
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1. PERFORM A CRITIQUE
One easy way to help your students engage with the Listen-
ing List is by having them perform a critique or analysis 
on a song of their choice. Have students pick the song that 

they most connect with on the list and, in essay or Q&A 
form, respond to the following questions: 

1. What instruments/sounds do you hear?

2. What mood does the song capture?

3. What do you like or not like about the song, 
and why?

4. Is this the kind of music you normally listen to? 
If not, how is it alike or different from that music?

As an alternative, you can choose three songs from the 
list for students to analyze, making sure they’re each from 
distinct genres. 

2. CONDUCT RESEARCH
Another way to get students thinking about the Listen-
ing List is to have them do some detective work. 
Ask them to go on the computer or a device with 
Internet access and read about the artist who wrote 
the song, taking note of their EP or LP releases, 
how many hits they’ve produced, and if the 
song that made the Listening List charted on Billboard. 
By doing their own research on the material, students will 
get a sense of the artist and their music in the context of 
the music world, who’s listening to their music, and why 
it’s relevant. After they’ve conducted this research, they 
can save their notes on artists in a journal to compare with 
future Listening Lists—or use it towards the next few 
exercises.

3. GET CREATIVE
The Listening List is the centerpiece of this article, but 
in the magazine, it’s placed side-by-side with another 
important section: Frontrunner. Frontrunner gives 

One easy way to help your students engage with the Listen-
ing List is by having them perform a critique or analysis 
on a song of their choice. Have students pick the song that 

they most connect with on the list and, in essay or Q&A 

1. What instruments/sounds do you hear?

2. What mood does the song capture?

3. What do you like or not like about the song, 

4. Is this the kind of music you normally listen to? 
If not, how is it alike or different from that music?

As an alternative, you can choose three songs from the 
list for students to analyze, making sure they’re each from 

Another way to get students thinking about the Listen-
ing List is to have them do some detective work. 
Ask them to go on the computer or a device with 
Internet access and read about the artist who wrote 
the song, taking note of their EP or LP releases, 
how many hits they’ve produced, and if the 
song that made the Listening List charted on Billboard. 
By doing their own research on the material, students will 
get a sense of the artist and their music in the context of 
the music world, who’s listening to their music, and why 
it’s relevant. After they’ve conducted this research, they 
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THE LISTENING LIST is a collection of new 

and noteworthy songs we think musicians 

should check out. Each song can be streamed 

in its entirety at InTuneMonthly.com.1 Founded in 2004, L.A.-based outfi t Cold 

War Kids crafted a jazzy, soulful version of 

alt-rock that quickly became a favorite of music 

bloggers and, later, the Billboard charts. So Tied 

Up is a sneak peek at the Kids’ L.A. Divine, an ode 

to their roots featuring guest vocals from Britain’s 

Bishop Briggs, but it’s the pipes of lead singer 

Nathan Willett that shine…

2 Synth-pop foursome Flor debuts with the 

soaring tune Hold On, fi t with breezy 

electronic sounds grounded by hard-hitting 

drums. The song precedes the Oregon-based 

group’s fi rst full- length album, come out. you’re 

hiding, which is entirely self-written and 

produced, and a nice deviation from today’s 

standard Top 40 fare…

3 Tenelle Luafalemana is of Samoan descent, 

born and raised in California, with one of 

the more soulful voices we’ve heard this year. 

She’s been releasing singles since 2013, but has 

just released a fi rst LP with the title track For the 

Lovers. Listen for the infl uence of neo-soul singer 

Lauryn Hill, as Tenelle’s eloquent vocals rise 

above the reggae-styled acoustic guitar…4 John Mayer began his illustrious career in 

the early 2000s with sensitive songwriting 

that includes jazz, rock, blues, and soul 
elements. His latest album, The Search for 

Everything, is his fi rst new music in four years. 

On it, he picks up where he left off with the 

standout track Still Feel Like Your Man, 

reclaiming his place as an enduring superstar…5 23-year-old Julia Michaels began writing 

songs for the Hollywood pop circuit when 

she was 16. However, there was one song that 

she didn’t want anyone else to sing. Issues 

became her fi rst solo release, and received 

major radio play. The original recording is 

great, but try the acoustic version spotlighting 

Julia’s unique vocals and the strong melody…6 Brooklyn-based singer/songwriter/
multi-instrumentalist Gabriel Garzón-

Montano has a classical background but 

debuted as an R&B soloist in 2014. His latest 

track, Fruitfl ies, begins with steady piano 

chords, bells, and deep synths, suggesting a 

hip-hop or dance track, when suddenly it all 

disappears and Gabriel’s distinct voice breaks 

into some show-stopping funk…
7  Thanks to the generosity of a former music 

teacher, London-based singer/songwriter 

Lewis Watson was able to record his fi rst EP in a 

studio, which led to his signing with Warner Bros. 

He recorded and toured for a time, but then took 

two years off to write. Midnight is a new 

full-length release, and we love his booming 

sound on Deep the Water…
8 What began as a sibling band quickly 

expanded into the diverse and talented 

sextet known as  Delta Rae. The group is diffi cult 

to categorize, but fi ts somewhere between Alison 

Krauss and Adele. Try Ain’t Love, which has a 

great pop melody, clean harmonies, and bright 

guitars that give it that earthy country feel…9  Keyboardist Jeff Lorber played in several 

R&B bands before falling in love with jazz at 

Boston’s Berklee College of Music. His group, the 

Jeff Lorber Fusion, has featured a revolving door 

of notable musicians, including Chick Corea, and 

has released nine records since 1977. Check out 

the funky Hyperdrive on the Pennsylvania 

native’s latest record, Prototype…
10 Piano Concerto No. 21 in C Major, K. 

467: III. Allegro vivace assai was 

composed by Mozart in 1785, and 232 years later, 

it’s still fascinating musical minds like Jean-Claude 

Pennetier. The French pianist works with the 

Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio France and 

conductor Christoph Poppen on this movement, 

which begins with a joyous, jumping theme…

ZAYNThe one that got away, in a big wayIn 2010, U.K. native Zain Malik auditioned for 

Britain’s The X Factor, but was eliminated and sent 

home. He was, however, called back to join four 

other boys who had also � unked as solo acts, to 

participate in the “Groups” category. Dubbed 

One Direction, the boy band � nished third in 

the competition, but went on to achieve more 

fame and fortune than they or anyone else 

ever imagined. Fast forward to 2015: After a 

start for the ages, Zain (now ZAYN, “’cause it’s just 

cooler”) decided to step away from the band. His 

departure didn’t mean retirement, though, as he 

was back in action a year later, this time as a 

soloist. His � rst single, the powerful electro-R&B 

ballad “Pillowtalk,” was a clear deviation from One 

Direction’s kid-friendly pop, and it immediately 

shot to the top of charts around the world. His solo 

debut album, Mind of Mine, did the same. In 2014, 

Forbes magazine named Malik one of the high-

est-earning celebrities under the age of 30. With 

high-pro� le collaborations, a cameo role in the upcoming � lm Ocean’s Eight, a new 

autobiography, and the interest of old and new fans, ZAYN now stands as one of the 

entertainment industry’s leading � gures.

Lindsay EllA lifelong musician’s 
new EP is Worth the Wait

Growing up in Calgary, Canada, Lindsay Ell 

was a musician from the start, playing piano at 

age six, strumming guitar at eight, and writing songs at 

10. In her early teens, she met and recorded for esteemed Canadian music man 

Randy Bachman, who became her mentor and collaborator, introducing her to 

some of the greatest living jazz and blues guitar players, a few of whom she’d 

eventually share stages with. As the years passed, Lindsay’s songwriting led her to 

Nashville and a more country sound. It’s been nine years since her debut release, but 

her new EP, Worth the Wait, sounds radio-ready. Judah & the Lion
Once bluegrass, now roaring with a different sound

Judah Akers met Brian Macdonald and Nate Zuercher in Nashville, where they 

combined their respective guitar, mandolin, and banjo talents to form Judah & the 

Lion with drummer Spencer Cross. Their second EP, Sweet 

Tennessee, broke into the Top 20 of Billboard’s Bluegrass and 

Folk charts, and their � rst album, Kids These Days, 

was an even greater success as they found an 

audience with the Mumford & Sons crowd. Last 

year’s Folk Hop ’N Roll featured a single, “Take 

It All Back,” that went to the top of the 
Alternative Songs chart. Its inclusion of 
hip-hop and rock elements casts an even 
wider net for prospective fans.

Jordan FisherThe kid can do it all 

Jordan Fisher realized a passion for musical theater in the � fth 

grade. Raised by his grandparents in Birmingham, Ala., he 

devoted himself to songwriting and performance, eventually 

catching the eye of a Disney talent scout who o� ered a contract 

and a move to L.A. Fisher went on to simultaneously act and 

release music, appearing in TV productions iCarly, The Secret Life 

of the American Teenager, Teen Beach Movie, Teen Beach 2, and Grease: 

Live while dropping pop-soul singles on Radio Disney. Although 

he continues to work in TV and � lm, Jordan’s biggest move came 

when he signed with Hollywood Records and released the R&B/

pop single “All About Us” and a self-titled EP. The former reached 

No. 26 on Billboard’s Pop Songs chart. The 22-year-old also landed 

a role in Broadway’s Hamilton last fall, and clearly there’s more to come.

Jack SavorettiA rollercoaster career comes full circle 
Jack Savoretti had it made. The Englishman (with an Italian dad) had 

successfully turned a youthful fascination with poetry into a career 

as an acoustic singer/songwriter, and by the mid-2000s had a Top 

100 album in the U.K. However, his second album � opped, 

sending Savoretti sliding back down the ladder. It’s been years 

of grueling tours and fervent songwriting since, but when 

Savoretti released 2014’s Written in Scars, the then 30-year-old 

tumbled back into the public eye and, � nally, into the U.K. Top 

10. Last year’s Sleep No More accomplished the same feat, and 

he’s now primed to break through.  

Lion with drummer Spencer Cross. Their second EP, Sweet Billboard’s Bluegrass and Kids These Days, 

was an even greater success as they found an 

audience with the Mumford & Sons crowd. Last  featured a single, “Take 

1. PERFORM A CRITIQUE
One easy way to help your students engage with the Listen-
ing List is by having them perform a critique or analysis 
on a song of their choice. Have students pick the song that 

they most connect with on the list and, in essay or Q&A 
form, respond to the following questions: 

1. What instruments/sounds do you hear?

2. What mood does the song capture?

3. What do you like or not like about the song, 
and why?
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Quiet when he speaks, but loud when he sings

A small town kid makes it to the big-time stage

An accidental beginning gives a songwriter a natural start

Låpsley’s entry into the music business wasn’t deliberate. Born Holly Lapsley 

From ball player to guitar player, some things are just meant to be

Lukas GrahamA rags-to-riches story  
straight out of Denmark

in 2012, and over the next year, Lukas Graham sold 80,000 albums and 150,000 

singles while garnering five million YouTube views and 27 million streams. Signing 

to Warner Bros. in America, they put out a sophomore album that catapulted them 

into the stratosphere. The reason for such success? Ingenious compositions like “7 

Years” and “Mama Said” (which taps into Jay-Z’s “Hard Knock Life,” which in turn ). It’s a fresh new sound 

from an ensemble whose best days could easily be ahead of them.

6

7

8

9
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4. Is this the kind of music you normally listen to? 
If not, how is it alike or different from that music?

As an alternative, you can choose three songs from the 
list for students to analyze, making sure they’re each from 
distinct genres. 

2. CONDUCT RESEARCH
Another way to get students thinking about the Listen-
ing List is to have them do some detective work. 
Ask them to go on the computer or a device with 
Internet access and read about the artist who wrote 
the song, taking note of their EP or LP releases, 
how many hits they’ve produced, and if the 
song that made the Listening List charted on 
By doing their own research on the material, students will 
get a sense of the artist and their music in the context of 
the music world, who’s listening to their music, and why 
it’s relevant. After they’ve conducted this research, they 
can save their notes on artists in a journal to compare with 
future Listening Lists—or use it towards the next few 
exercises.

3. GET CREATIVE
The Listening List is the centerpiece of this article, but 
in the magazine, it’s placed side-by-side with another 
important section: Frontrunner. Frontrunner gives 

4. Is this the kind of music you normally listen to? 
If not, how is it alike or different from that music?

As an alternative, you can choose three songs from the 
list for students to analyze, making sure they’re each from 
distinct genres. 

2. CONDUCT RESEARCH
Another way to get students thinking about the Listen-
ing List is to have them do some detective work. 

Låpsley’s entry into the music business wasn’t deliberate. Born Holly Lapsley 

Fletcher, the Yorkshire, England native was trained on piano, oboe, guitar, and 

drums, but never mastered any of them. As a teen, she began writing songs, posting 

them on Soundcloud primarily to share with her family. One day she 

returned to her profile page and was amazed to find millions of listens. 

Understanding the opportunity, she began calling herself by her middle 

name and, based on the popularity of those listens, signed with XL Long Way Home, last 

spring. Her soft melancholy set against uplifting electronic 

backdrops creates an intriguing duality that powers tracks like 

“Hurt Me” and “Love Is Blind.” Regardless of how she got 
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THE LISTENING LIST is a collection of new 

and noteworthy songs we think musicians 

should check out. Each song can be streamed 

in its entirety at InTuneMonthly.com.

1
Known best for dominating the popular rock 

scene of the 2000s, Yellowcard is calling it 

quits by releasing its tenth album. With signature 

violin a-wailing, the Florida boys’ fi nale is the 

seven-minute Fields & Fences. It starts out 

sounding somber, but fi nishes with a furious and 

fi tting fl ourish…

2
 Lloyd (born Lloyd Polite Jr.) got his fi rst spins 

on Radio Disney with the pre-teen pop 

group T-Noon before hits like “Get It Shawty” 

helped him transition to a steamy R&B persona. 

It’s been over fi ve years since the Atlanta native 

released anything more than a failed attempt at 

reggae, but he’s now showing signs of another 

metamorphosis with the single Tru, which layers 

his featherweight voice over silky guitar… 

3
The classy and classic Michael Bublé stays 

true to form with his self-produced seventh 

album, Nobody but Me. The GRAMMY-winning 

Canadian’s standard fare is the jazz-pop cover, 

but midway through this record he includes 

Someday, a happy-go-lucky ballad written by 

Meghan Trainor and featuring her impressive 

vocal... 

4
Jimmy Eat World was among the groups 

that pioneered the emo genre of the late 

‘90s, few of whom are kicking today. However, the 

quartet from Mesa, Ariz., is back with an 

empowering turn on Integrity Blues. While much 

of the record experiments with electro-rock and 

falsetto choruses, it’s the classic-sounding Sure 

and Certain that makes this list…

5
These days, if you hear a dance hit on 

the radio, chances are that Adam 

Richard Wiles, a.k.a. Calvin Harris, is 

involved. Since his 2007 debut, it seems that 

everything the 32-year-old Scottish DJ touches 

turns to platinum. His latest single, My Way, 

features Harris’ own vocal arrangement fi t with a 

peppy beat, stormy strings, and tropical synths… 

6
 Idina Menzel has conquered stage, screen, 

and now the studio with idina. It’s actually 

her sixth LP, but the fi rst with a standout like 

Small World that so beautifully showcases the 

New Yorker’s amazing voice. It may be near 

impossible to top the music from the global 

phenomena that are Rent, Wicked, Glee, and 

Frozen, but this powerful track compares…

7
One Direction has gone in many directions, 

but Ireland’s Niall Horan begins the solo life 

using a familiar tone. This Town is the 23-year-

old’s fi rst and well-sung single, but it’s his 

heartfelt, mature songwriting that shows Horan 

can hang without his mates, perhaps as 1D’s 

placeholder in the pop category… 

8
Little Big Town has managed to keep one 

foot in country and the other in less 

traditional sounds, but after a recent electro-pop 

collaboration with Pharrell Williams, the quartet 

gets back to basics on Better Man. Karen 

Fairchild takes the lead and offers a wishful 

glimpse into a toxic relationship while a mix of 

mandolin and studio craft sway in the back-

ground…

9
 Gerald Albright rose to the heights as a 

touring and session saxophonist before 

becoming a headliner in the ‘80s. Originally 

inspired by James Brown and Maceo Parker, the 

L.A. native mastered the ability to groove in both 

the jazz and R&B forms, and fuses them together 

on Taking Control, the lead single from his 

recent release G…

10
American conductor Kent Nagano leads the 

Montreal Symphony Orchestra in its version 

of Danse macabre, Op. 40, R.171, composed 

by French Romanticist Camille Saint-Saëns. First 

played in 1874, the piece features a suspenseful 

surge of strings calmed by a wave of sweet fl utes. 

(For more on the primordial edge-blown 

aerophone, check out our “Savvy Flutist” story!)

Izzy Bizu
A BBC Critic’s Choice releases her debut disc 

Born Isobel Beardshaw in London, Izzy Bizu started out as 

a member of SoundGirl, a trio of singers formed in 2010. 

One of their singles charted, they went on tour as an 

opening act for Justin Bieber, and that’s about as far as they 

got before the project broke up in 2012. All three singers 

continued as soloists, but it’s been Izzy who seems to have 

had the most impact so far. She made herself visible on 

London’s open-mic circuit, honing her jazz-oriented pop 

before self-releasing the EP Coolbeanz, which quickly sold 

50,000 copies. The following year, she opened for Sam Smith 

and Jamie Cullum and could be heard regularly on Britain’s 

radio waves. In� uenced as much by Ella Fitzgerald and James 

Brown as by Amy Winehouse and Adele, Bizu switches between 

jazz, R&B, and pop on her debut LP for Epic Records, A Moment 

of Madness. Cuts like “White Tiger” � t right in with today’s retro 

pop sound, while the record’s huskier jazz tracks should satisfy 

any traditionalist critics. The wind’s now at her back, 

and as she raises her canvas, this 22-year-old should sail quickly 

into the spotlight.

Johnnyswim
Two lovebirds, one voice 

Amanda Sudano and Abner Ramirez met in Nashville, Tennessee, began writing 

songs together, and fell in love. After several singles and EPs, a marriage, and a 

move to Los Angeles, the duo has continued its musical journey with a soulful 

blend of pop, blues, and folk. Dubbing themselves Johnnyswim, they debuted with 

the LP Diamonds, which gained early recognition. Their sophomore e� ort, Georgica 

Pond, is now turning heads as well. The combination of Amanda’s mighty voice 

(inherited from her mom, R&B legend Donna Summer) and Abner’s gentle tone 

feel like they were meant to be, creating magical harmonies on unique and 

compelling songs. 

William 
Michael Morgan

Welcome to a country boy’s country

William Michael Morgan grew up listening to and singing Marty 

Robbins, Waylon Jennings, and George Jones in his hometown of 

Vicksburg, Miss. At just 13, Morgan formed a band. Although his 

compatriots were triple his age, the youngster shone on their 

self-released album. Morgan next made the inevitable move to 

Nashville,  where he signed with Warner Music and released a debut 

single, “I Met a Girl.” Less inevitably, the music blogosphere freaked 

out. The 23-year-old’s buttery vocals have resonated with new and 

old country fans alike, and his debut album, Vinyl, has hung its cowboy 

hat at No. 5 on Billboard’s Country Albums chart. Yee-ha, indeed.

Jacob Whitesides

A singer-songwriter grows up … kinda

At age 11, after attending a bluegrass festival, Knoxville native Jacob Whitesides 

knew that he wanted to be a musician. So, doing what most 11-year-old aspiring 

artists would do, he created a YouTube account and started posting acoustic covers 

of the day’s biggest hits. Three years later, he auditioned for The X Factor and, with a 

little luck, landed a short stint on the show, after which he became the Internet’s 

newest teen sensation. At 16, he debuted with two EPs, 3 AM and A 

Piece of Me, the former topping out at No. 26 on the Billboard 200. 

Innocent love ballads in the classic singer/songwriter vein turned 

into cultured cuts on his third EP, Faces on Film, followed by 

seasoned pop hits like “Lovesick” on his � rst LP, Why? (All four 

of these releases were recorded for Jacob’s own label, Double 

U Records.) Unlike other rising stars, Whitesides is quick to 

embrace his online roots by continuing to post cover videos for 

his 400,000 YouTube subscribers. He hasn’t quite made 

it yet, but at just 18, this indie artist has put all the right 

pieces in place. All in all, a Frontrunner to watch.

Grace
An Aussie with serious attitude

In the wake of her chart-topping ode to the late, great 

Lesley Gore, “You Don’t Own Me,” Grace Sewell is the 

latest star to emerge from Australia’s currently robust pop 

scene. The 19-year-old signed to RCA Records and began 

working with legendary producers Sean Combs and Quincy 

Jones on her debut record FMA, a bold declaration of power, 

strut, and skill. Grace is the second singer from the Sewell 

family to achieve Frontrunner status, as she and her brother 

Conrad have become the � rst soloist siblings in history to have 

No. 1 singles on the Australian chart. 

7

it’s relevant. After they’ve conducted this research, they 
can save their notes on artists in a journal to compare with 
future Listening Lists—or use it towards the next few 

The Listening List is the centerpiece of this article, but 
in the magazine, it’s placed side-by-side with another 
important section: Frontrunner. Frontrunner gives 

. 
By doing their own research on the material, students will 
get a sense of the artist and their music in the context of 
the music world, who’s listening to their music, and why 
it’s relevant. After they’ve conducted this research, they 
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, which is entirely self-written and 

produced, and a nice deviation from today’s 

standard Top 40 fare…

3 Tenelle Luafalemana is of Samoan descent, 

born and raised in California, with one of 

the more soulful voices we’ve heard this year. 

She’s been releasing singles since 2013, but has 

just released a fi rst LP with the title track 

Lovers. Listen for the infl uence of neo-soul singer 

Lauryn Hill, as Tenelle’s eloquent vocals rise 

above the reggae-styled acoustic guitar…4
the early 2000s with sensitive songwriting 

that includes jazz, rock, blues, and soul 
elements. His latest album, Everything, 

On it, he picks up where he left off with the 

standout track reclaiming his place as an enduring superstar…5 23-year-old Julia Michaels began writing 

songs for the Hollywood pop circuit when 

she was 16. However, there was one song that 

shot to the top of charts around the world. His solo 
Mind of Mine, did the same. In 2014,

magazine named Malik one of the high-

est-earning celebrities under the age of 30. With 

high-pro� le collaborations, a cameo role in the upcoming � lm 

autobiography, and the interest of old and new fans, ZAYN now stands as one of the 

entertainment industry’s leading � gures.
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The LisTening LisT is a collection of new 

and noteworthy songs we think musicians 

should check out. Each song can be streamed 

in its entirety at inTuneMonthly.com.

1
Jaclyn Miskanic, a.k.a. Jax, was using her 

American Idol appearances as a platform to 

launch a career but was sidetracked by treatment 

for thyroid cancer. now the 20-year-old new Jersey 

native is back and better than ever with a new eP 

called Funny. Funny. Funny try Sleep Like a Baby, featuring 

Sleep Like a Baby, featuring 

Sleep Like a Baby

Jax’s vocal control and clever songwriting…

2
the eclectic Ryan adams has topped 

Billboard’s Rock, alternative, and folk 

albums charts with Prisoner, on which he takes 

 Prisoner, on which he takes 

 Prisoner

none. it’s his 16th studio record and a further 

development of his springsteen-esque rock. lead 

single Do You Still Love Me? could fit right in with 

Rocky balboa’s workout playlist or power an arena 

with its billowing keys and tight guitar work…

3
Whether musical talent actually runs in the 

family or it’s just our own nostalgia keeping 

us interested, the Marley clan does seem to have 

some unique reggae dna. next up is bob’s 

grandson skip, who has released the single 

Lions, a powerful blend of classic reggae rhythm, 

melody, and modern production. and don’t miss 

the political commentary... 

4
lyrically, 19-year-old R&

lyrically, 19-year-old R&

l

b crooner Khalid’s 

Location, from his new album American 

Teen, isn’t much more than a modern interpreta-

tion of the old “moon and june” love song. but it 

works, primarily because of its beat, the artist’s 

phrasing, and the track’s spare but artful 

production. a big debut from an artist worth 

a big debut from an artist worth 

a

watching…

5
after toying with hip-hop in his teens, 

englishman Rory Graham found his voice, 

a full-bodied vibrato engineered for the 

songwriter’s neo-soul melodies. now known 

6

7

8

9

10

it’s the third incarnation for this singer/songwriter/survivor

A familiar face returns in a bid for higher ground 

Gavin James
A voice heard far from home 

Gavin James perfected his silky falsetto at numerous gigs and open-mic nights in his 

hometown of Dublin, Ireland. He saw the hard work pay off when his debut single, 

“Say Hello,” became a digital hit, winning the Meteor Choice Song of the Year 

Award in 2013. That win led to deals with Sony in Europe and Capitol in the U.S., 

after which James released a full-length live album, Live at Whelans

which charted well internationally. In 2015 he joined Ed Sheeran and 

Sam Smith on tour before releasing Bitter Pill, essentially a studio 

version of Live at Whelans. Adopting a cleaner sound and using 

GRAMMY-winning producers Fraser T. Smith and Cam 

Blackwood to better highlight the 25-year-old’s songwrit

ing and vocal range, the record shot to No. 

5 in Ireland and No. 21 on Billboard

Albums. Look out for Gavin…

Former ace on the mound hits a home run on a different field

Cloud 
NothingsNothingsNothings
homemade music  

gets a makeover 

Dylan Baldi was an audio 

recording major before he 

formed the studio one-man 

band Cloud Nothings in 2009. 

Since he couldn’t play every 

instrument at the same time 

live, he brought three band-

mates on the road to perform 

shows. Baldi’s original lo-fi 

brand of alt-pop might be too 

gritty for some ears, but its sharp guitar licks and intricate melodies made waves on 

MySpace and led to tours with comparable bands Woods and Real Estate. Cloud 

Nothings’ first album as a full band, 2012’s Attack on Memory, was heavier and faster 

Attack on Memory, was heavier and faster 

Attack on Memory

than previous recordings, and it broke into the Billboard 200 chart. Two years later, 

Here and Nowhere Else showed great development; the music had become more 

Here and Nowhere Else showed great development; the music had become more 

Here and Nowhere Else

subdued, with some of the old angst traded in for melody. The album hit No. 50 on 

the Billboard 200, impressive for an indie band. On this year’s highly produced 

Billboard 200, impressive for an indie band. On this year’s highly produced 

Billboard

Life 

Without Sound, Baldi abandons the lo-fi sound altogether. The tempered tone and 

clarity of the new songs make them an ideal listen for pop fans around the world, 

and put Cloud Nothings in position to take another step up the ladder. 

The Listening List  is uploaded each month to our 
website at InTuneMonthly.com. To share the list with your 
students, visit the website on your computer (or have students 
do so on their own computers or mobile devices), hover your 
cursor over the “Web Exclusives” tab on the main menu, and 
select “Listening List” from the dropdown. That will bring you to 
a landing page where the lists will be posted in chronological 
order. Click on the one you want and you’ll be brought to a page 
containing the playlist of songs.

ONLINE
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space to highlight the up-and-coming art-
ists that haven’t yet gained the fame to be 
a cover artist, but show unique musicality 
and a growing fan base. 

even more of an “opposite” (in terms of 
cultural relevance) than Frontrunner is to 
a cover artist is the subject of each month’s 
Icon. Whereas a Frontrunner is a relatively 
new artist that shows promise but hasn’t yet 
had their big break, and a cover artist is 
someone with a no. 1 hit or a new album 
everyone’s talking about, an Icon is someone 
who’s been around so long and wielded so 
much influence over popular culture that 
they’re widely recognized as a definitive voice 
in their respective genre—someone like 
Frank sinatra, dizzy Gillespie, Joni Mitchell, 
or aretha Franklin.

have students pick an artist on the listen-
ing list and write a paragraph or two about 
them as if they were a featured Frontrunner. 
Then, ask them whether or not they think 
the artist has the potential to become an Icon, 
or a cover artist, and why.

4. BREAK IT DOWN
In In Tune Monthly’s sister publication Music 
Alive!, there’s a section in each issue called 
the listening Guide, where each month a 
song’s elements are notated and described 
on a visual timeline of the song. The pur-
pose of the section is to get students think-
ing about the many different sounds that 
go into a song, whether it’s production 
elements like reverb or distortion, or 
dynamic differences between the verse and 
chorus of a stripped-down acoustic ballad. 
regardless of the song choice, the listening 
Guide helps students to be engaged with 
the details of a song in a way they normally 
wouldn’t.

Try out a listening Guide-esque exercise 
with some of the songs on the listening 
list. ask students to pay attention to sound 
effects, instrumentation (in particular, 
overall instrumentation and when instru-
ments are added or taken away), dynamics, 
vocal and lyrical articulation, and when the 
music or lyrics emphasize one another. For 

instrumental selections, ask students to pay 
more attention to phrasing, articulation, 
and dynamics.

If the students have their own classroom 
computers, have them each listen to a par-
ticular song with headphones, and take note 
of 10 different elements and the time at which 
they come in. 

5. JUST LISTEN
These are just a few examples of how you can 
turn the listening list into a lesson for stu-
dents—but there are many other ways students 
can be engaged with its content. If students 
have their own computers or devices, for an 
easy exercise, have them listen to the list in 
their headphones, and hand out a questionnaire 
afterwards to both test their comprehension 
and make sure they’ve really listened.

If you already make active use of the 
listening list in your classroom in a way we 
haven’t listed here, feel free to share it with 
us via the contact form on our website at 
intunemonthly.com/contact-us.

TEAchINg WITh IN TUNE

Learn to play ukulele 
with colors – easy for any age!
You don’t have to be a music major to learn to play the ukule-
le—you don’t even have to be able to read sheet music. Musicians 
of all ages and abilities are picking up the ukulele every day and 
now Korg has a unique and fun bundle to help anyone, any age 
learn to play.
 
The included Tanglewood concert ukulele has four colored 
strings that will help anyone learn to play faster than ever! Our 
Learn-To-Play bundle includes a beautiful natural colored Tan-
glewood concert ukulele, Aquila Kids colored strings already in-
stalled on the uke, a padded gig bag, a Korg PC-1 Clip-on tuner 
and a full, 32-page method book that will get even pre-readers 
playing in no time
 
education.korg.com/ukelearntoplay

Tanglewood Ukulele Learn to Play Bundle
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